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Introduction cross-sectional area is about a factor of 104 smaller
. In this paper, we discuss some basic beaan dy- than the SLC. tlowever, the main question is: what

namics issues related to obtaining and preserving the are the tolerances to achieve such a small size, and
,, luminosity of a next generation linear collider. In Fig- how do they compare to present techniques for align-

ure 1 you see a diagram illustrating the main subsys- ment and stability?
" terns of one-half of the collider. The beams are ex- These tolerances are verydesign dependent. Align-

tracted from a damping ring and compressed in length ment tolerances in the linac can vary from 1 pnl tc)
by the first bunc_h compressor. They are then accel- 100#m depending upon the basic approach. It is the
erated in a preaccelerator linac up to an energy ap- premise of this paper that in order to achieve a nt_,_t
propriate for injection into a high gradient linac. In linear collider in this century, we must make design
many designs this pre-acceleration is followed by an- and correction choices which move most alignment
other bunch compression to reach a short bunch. Af- tolerances into the 100 pm range. We begin the dis-
ter acceleration in the linag, the bunches are finally cussion with the damping rings.
focused transversely to a small spot.

" o,tecto, Damping Pdngs

The SLC damping ring has achieved normalized
e- Compressor #2 tda_ emittances of "re, = 3 x 10-5 and 7ev = 5 x 10 -r. AFJ,alFoc_s next generation linear collider will need a horizontal
\/- emittance at least an order of magnitude smaller. In

e" addition, most designs use ex/e v _ 100. This type of
"_'/_-_"xDamplng Rings6Ge emittance ratio is naturally produce J in an electron

/_ storage ring provided that the vertical dispersion and
e- Compressor#1 Li,ac .._,*,, coupling are controlled. This sets tolerances for ver-

tical alignment in the 50--100#m range which might
' Fig. 1. Schematic of a Next Linear Collider be loosened by the addition of skew quadrupoles for

compensation
Before discussing each subsystem, it is useful to The ring designs typically include wigglers to de-

discuss the overall philosophy and parameters of this crease the radiation damping time. As mentioned ear-
paper_ '2 The energy range presently considered in lier, most plans include the use of multiple bunches
Various designs throughout the world varies from 1/2 per RF fill. In order to efficiently use the circum-
TeV to 2 TeV in the center of mass while the de- ference it is possible to damp several "batches" of
sired luminosity varies from 1033 - 1034cm-2sec -1 bunches at once, each batch having the order of 10

: The energy will be achieved by RF acceleration at bunches each. The batches must be separated by a
acceleration gradient ,'7._for a certain length L. The distance which allows a kicker rise and fall time st)
acceleration gradients currently under consideration that one batch can be extracted while allowing the
are in _he 100 MV/m range while the RF frequencies remaining batches to continue damping.

: range from 10-30 GHz. In this paper we only discuss Due to the small dispersion of the ring, the broad
the R.F in so far as it affects the luminosity. Although band impedance must be quite log' (Z/n £ 0.5f_) in
obtaining the energy of a linear collider may be very order to avoid bunch lengthening. The long-range

' expensive and require technical development, it is, in wakefield must also be controlled to avoid coupled-
. a sense, the easy part of the problem. The hard part ' bunch instabilities. Because of the very close spacing

, is to obtain the luminosity, of the bunches within a batch (-._ 30 cm), inter-batch
" The increase in luminosity over the SLC is ob- feedback would be quite difficult.

tained primarily in two ways. First, the spot cross- Example designs for a damping ring are giwm
sectional area is decreased. Second, the energy ex- in Ref. 3. Aside from higher energy (_-, 1.8 GeV)
traction is improved by the use of multiple bunches and larger circumference (155 m), this design us,.s
per RF fill which effectively increases the repetition combined function bends to enhance the horizoIilaJ
rate of the collider. Both of these techniques lead to damping at the expense of the longitudin;_l. Silk,i.
many beam dynamics questions, lar designs have been developed "alsoat KEK, Ct'_I{N

The proposed vertical beam sizes at the interne- and INP; therefore, it seems that damping rings which
tion point are the order of a few nanometers while the produce flat beams of the desired emittance are rda

: horizontal sizes are about a factor of 100 larger. This tively straightforward.
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W_kefields and i NS l),_mpin_
Bunch Compression & Preaeceleratlon

Wakefields are a key problenl not only for lin<;_.r
In order to prepare the bunches for injection into colliders, but for aJl accelerators and stor'_ge rings.

a high-gradieilt structure, it is necessary to reduce The standard solution to this problem is to first re-
their length by bunch compression. Actually, there duce the w_kefield forces until they are small com-
are two primary reasons for bunch compression. First, pared to the applied externaJ fields. Then compensa-
the bunch length must be less than the 13' at the in- t,ion can be used in the form of feedback, or we can
teraction point. Since in many designs [_* -,, 100#m, simply live within the limits by keeping the number
we nlust have cr_ _ 100#m. In addition, we should of particJes in the bunch sufficiently small.
reduce the bunch length to reduce transverse wake- For linear colliders the transverse wakefield within
fields, the bunch can be reduced first by keeping the R,F frc- ,

If the bunch length and the relative energy spread quency sufficiently small or by increasing the iris size.
in the damping ring are 5 mm and 10-a respectively, Secondly, the ft-function in the linac must be kept suf- ,,
then two bunch compressions are needed to reach ficientiy small. Then compensation can be applied by
50 #m bunch length. Each compression reduces the using BNS dampiug .....the use of a correlated energy
bunch length by a factor ofl0, and they are separated st)read to cancel wakefield effects. The BNS corre-
by a preacceleration section which reduces the initi_d lated energy spread is given by 7
relative energy spread at the second c,)mpression back

to about 10-3" (_._) e2NW-k(°'z '_2,/3o
The energy spread is kept to ,,_ 1% during each - 6BNS= ('4)

compression in order to avoid emittance dilution due BNS 4Eo ',

to chromatic and dispersive effects in the compressors.
After compression the bunch must be matched into where N is the number of particles, W±(a_) is the
the linac lattice. Studies of bunch compressors have transverse wakefield evaluated at ez, and flo is the ft-
been completed and tolerances arc presently under function at energy Eo. For this paper I define a small
study._ wakefield by the condition

Linac5 (AE) _ 1I[uection Errors _ BNS Ctot _ 1% , (5)

As the beam enters the linac, it is necessary to where 1/Jtot is the total phase advance in the finac.
match the lattice functions to those of the linac. In If the wakefield is large, then one can still satisfy
particular the dispersion must vanish. For typical flat Eo. (4) with a variation of focusing strength along thebeam parameters, the beam size is a,bout 2 x 20#m
which yields a tolerance on dispersion D given by bunch rather than energy variation. In this case, how-

' ever, coherent oscillations filament rapidly. 'ro avoid
emittance dilution with strong wakes, the alignment

D u < 0.2 mm

D_: < 2 mm . (1) and trajectory tolerances are less than the beam size.This leads to 1 #m alignment tolerances, a'9 As we
shall see in the next sections, these tiny tolerances

This is an additive effect. There are also mul- can be avoided by keeping _he wakefields weak.
tiplicative effects due to the m!sma,tch of the lattice In the weak wakefield regime, BNS damping has
functions. If the beam were monoenergetic, these mis- been tested at the SLC linac: ° In this case the tail

matches would not filament; however, since this is not growth due to a coherent oscillation wa_sreduced by
the case, there will be some filamentation. Allowing an order of magnitude. BNS damping has since been
for complete filamentation, the emittance dilution is adopted as the normal running configuration for SLC.

given by6 Chromatic Effects
i

_ 1 [@ _o ] Upon injection into the linac, the compressed-_;-- :_ (1 +_t2)+ (l+cx2o)-2c_ao , (2) bunch has about a l% uncorrelated energy spread. As
the beam is accelerated, this relative spreaA decreases ¢

¢

wlmre (_o and [3oarc the matched w_lues, and (_ and inversely with energy. At the same time a correlation
/] are the mismatched vaJues. For a = (._oand fl = between energy _md bunch position is introduced due
/L + Al3 this reduces to to the longitudinal wake and the curvature of the RF.

' Thus, the distril)ution in t)hase space becomes a wavy

/Xe 1 (@ft) 2 linewhich, whenprojectedontheenergyaxis, yields(---_--_ _ (3) an effective energy spread. At any location along theaccelerator, the overall energy spread is a combina-
tion of the damping injected energy spread and the

l'_c_rincomplete filamentation, the emittance dilution variation of energy along the bunch. After the bunch
will _(, somewhat less. emittance is sufficiently damped, the relative energy



spread remains constant unless deliberately increased celerator structure. If we parameterize tile strength
by phase changes. For this reason it is useful to con- of tile wakefield kick by 6t3NSas defined in Eq. (4),
sider two models; one with constant energy spread the tolerance oil r;tndom accelerator misalignments is
and one with daznping energy spread, given by

The first chromatic effect to consider is that of
a coherent betatron oscillation. If the variation of

(A )r,,,s < af_ /""{___..},/2
the phase advance with momentum (chromatic phase

advance) is much greater than unity, the oscillation Zstru_tu_ 2$BNS¢cell \..q/ (10)
filaments. In this case the oscillation amplitude must
be less than the beam size to avoid emittance dilution. < 12#m .

• If the chromatic phase advance is small (6¢tot < 1),
then the tolerance on a coherent osdllation of size 5o for 6SNS = 2.5 × 10-3. From Eqs.(8) and (10) above,

-* is we see that the structure tolerances and quadrupole

aG aG 2 alignment tolerances are comparable provided that
:_o _ _ -- 6BNS "_ 60/2, that is, provided that the energy cor-

6o¢to t 6o¢cell Nq ' (6) relation needed for BNS damping is about half the

< 2af_ (ILC) minimum energy spread in the linac.

Compensation of Chromatic/Wakefield Effects.
where 6o = 2 × 10-3 is the constant relative momen-
tum, Ceciland Ctot are the phase advance per cell and The alignment tolerances shown above assume
total phase advance respectively, and Nq is the num- that the trajectory is a random sequence of bumps.
ber of quadrupoles. In all cases we give no_ only the There is no particular reason that it has to be random.

Let us for the moment neglect wakefields. Then it isformula, but also the value for an example design of an
Intermediate Linear Collider (ILC)of energy 0.5 GeV possible to measure the trajectories for particles of

different energy and choose a trajectory which yields
in the center of mass_ a For the case of a damping en- a small difference. Such a difference trajectory can
ergy spread with initial value 61 = 0.01, the tolerance be generated by scaling all the magnetic fields in the
Is linac by a small amount so that the entire beam has

an effective energy which is changed. By choosing the

at_ 2 (7._.) corrector sequence to minimize this difference trajec-
5o < 6_0c_u Nq ,,is,, (7) tory (as well as the actual trajectory), the dispersion

< 5a_ . generated by misalignments is cancelled locally.
This technique is called dispersion-free correc-

tion. Provided that the beam position monitors have
For the case of a corrected trajectory let us con- precision the order of 1/zm, it is possible to essentially

sider the model of a sequence of random bumps. In decouple the quadrupole misalignments from the dis-
this case the tolerance on the trajectory or alignment
is persive effects_ a This increases the tolerances given in

Eqs. (8) and (9) by an order of magnitude.

aZ { 3 _1/2 When we include wakefields, the coherent motionis BNS-damped and the incoherent motion gives rise
6o¢¢,11 _,)V--qJ (8) _o a random tail growth which can be controlled by

tight tolerances. All that really matters for this ef-
< 30#m , feet is the value of the offset of the bunch within the

structure. The offsets can be caused by two effects:
for a constant energy spread 60. For an initial damped misalignments of structures and trajectory offsets in
energy spread 61, we have structures. The trajectory is under our control; there-

fore, it is possible to use a trajectory wlfich cancels the

¢'/3 \_vq,/(1)'/2 \/('-_3/4 wakefield effects loc_ly, ttecently, T. Raubenheimer
7I at SLAC has shown that by modifying the dispersion-

. (Ax)rms < (fiOc_n (9) free trajection technique, he can obtain a trajectory,p

< 30#m which cancels both tlm wakefield effects and the en-ergy variation of the ' _2• trajectory.
Finally, we are left with the 1nlsalignments of ac-

Misaligned Accelerator Sections celera_ing structures. The most straightforward tech-
BNS damping only cures the growth and filamen- tuque is to simply align the structure to the beam

tation of coherent oscillations in the linac; it is an av- by using a BPM which is geometrically linked to the
erage compensation rather than a local one. In an ac- structure center. Such a BPM could consist of simply
tual linac, the wakefield kicks are not cancelled locally measuring the transverse wakefields induced by the
by adjacent quadrupoles. This leads to anl incoherent beam: 3 One can use this information to either move
growth of wakefield tails due to a random sequence the structure or move the trajectory to minimize the
of misalignments between the trajectory and the ac- wakefield effects. Alternatively, for weak wakes, it is

3



possible to deliberately move the beam or tile strut- is equal to tile beta,tron wavelength. However, since
ture to add a wakefidd which cancels the eft'ect of tile the betatron wavelength changes o¢ 71/2, the reso-14

rest of the accelerater, nance is only temporary. If 2tori < k < 2zrr.f, then
Beam Tilt the tolerance is given by

 t ,ere,re cl,sduetoconstructionorrorsinthe accelerator sections, the tail of the beam receives Ax,_ < af_ 1/2 --
a different kick than the head. Tlfis can give a tilt (a'¢ceu) (15)
to the beam. If we assume a random uncorrelated
sequence of RF kicks, and compensate the center of < (.1 to .4)tr/_ (ILC) ,
the bunch with dipole correctors, the tilt tolerance is
given by where 3' is the energy at which 27rr = A.

(Orins){ 2r (_.);) 1/2} a_ Multibunch Effectsro < sin ¢o >rm_ _ X/_ % < -- In order to efficiently extract energy from the RF,az it is possible to accelerate many bunches per RF fill.
(11) This can increase the luminosity by an order of mag-

where Grins is the rms RF kick angle for a beam with nitude. To achieve the largest luminosity, we should
energy 70, N is the number of accelerator sections and put the maximum charge in a single bunch subject to
a, is the bunch length. For the ILC we have restrictions on single bunch effects and beam-beam ef-

fects, then we should increase the number of bunches
Orm, < 2#rad . (12) to extract as much energy from the RF as possible.

This is not trivial in that the use of multiple bunches
If such a kick is caused entirely by the systematic impagts every system} _
tilting of irises in a section (the bookshelf effect), then The most difficult problem, however, is the main
the tilt angle of the iris must be restricted by linac, where the primary problems axe bunch-to-bunch

energy spread and transverse beam breakup. The ba-

Oirls < 0.3 mrad . (13) sic tolerance for bunch-to-bunch energy spread is that
it be less than the single bunch energy spread. This
assures that the bu nch-to-bunch chromatic effects will

Jitter and Vibration: Motion Pulse to Pulse be no worse than single bunch ones.
Transverse beam breakup in the linac is a very

Feedback is essential to handle the "slow" drift difficult effect to control. For a normal traveling wave
of x,xt,y,y',E. In practical cases it is possible to structure at 11.4 GItz, the 10th bund; blows up by
feedback at f £ L_. This sets the scale for what we many orders of magnitude by the end of the linac.
consider slow. Time variation h_s many sources in Fortunatdy, there are solutions to this problem. The
linear colliders, for example: damping ring kicker jit- most useful approach seems to be the damping of the
ter, power supply variations and ground motion. The transverse modes in the structure to Q's ,,_ 10-40 us-
jitter of the kicker in the damping ring must be kept ing external waveguides} _ For the larger Q's, daanping
small compared to the natural divergence of the beam alone is not completely sufficient; however, if the fie-
at the kicker. Tolerances in power supply variations quency of the first higher mode is also adjusted with a
are also set in many cases by the beam divergence, tolerance ,,_ 0.5%, the 2hd bunch can be placed near
The effects of ground motion depend upon the de- the zero crossing of the wake and the blowup van-
sign and assumptions for the motion. If the wakes ishes_r This technique of damping high modes has
are weak and chromatic effects are kept small, there also been shown to be useful for controlling coupled-is no filamentation, and the beam moves coherently
from pulse to pulse. If wakes are strong, and there bunch instabilities in the damping ' _8n ag. Recently,

is a large spread of betatron wave number, there is Q's as low as 8 have been mea.sured in damped struc-
filamentation so that the beam size varies from pulse tures at SLAC. aga°
to pulse with a smaller centroid motion. It is also possible to reduce the net wakefield by ,

If we assume coherent motion, then for random detuning the higher order modes in each cell of the
magnet-to-magnet jitter the tolerance is structure. Provided that there is a large enough fre- '

quency spread, the net waketield averages to zero by

ozF //3'_ 1/2 the time the second bunch arrives. 2° This technique
might be much easier to implement if it proves to be

(A:c)_m, < --_ (14) successful.

< (0.04)a e (ILC) , Final Focus

where F is the focal length of a lens. If, on the other Much progress has been made on the design of
hand, there is magnet-to-magnet correlated motion final focus " 2_=_2a, systems. ' ' As mentioned earlier, the
then the dominant effect occurs when the wavelength final spot size desired is in the range 2..-5 nm x 100-



• _ ( "l300 nln. The lirniting effe.ct seems to be the radiation and SI, AC-I)UI]-4,136 (1,)88).
of the particles in tile finM quadrui)oles which yields _ 6. V¢. Spence, priva, te communi(:_tion.
minimuin vertical spot size in the nanometer r_nge_4 7. V. l/a.lakin, A. Novokh_tsky and V. Smirnov,

Once the design is specitied, oue is led to the l'roc, ot" the 12rh hit. Conf. on lfigh Energy
question of tlm sensitivity of the design to different Acc., 119 (1983).
types of errors. The most serious vibration tolerance 8. J. Tuckm_ntel, "Beam Tr_cking With RF-

-,_ , _. , ,,

is in the final doublet, but there seem to be solutions Iiocusslng in CLIC, CLIC-Note 87 (1989).
to provide the required lsoiauon.:_ Alignment toler- 9. G. Guignar(l, th(,se proceedings.
ances in the absence of any correction are quite tight; 10. J. Seeman ct al., SI, AC-PUI_-4968, to be pub-lished.

, however, it has recently been shown that one can rc-26 11. T. ll_aubenh(:imer a,nd li.. I_uth, "A Dispersion-
cover from misalignments in the range 10-30 pm. Free Trajectory Correction Tecl_nique for Lin-
There is much more work to be done here, but the ear Colliders," SLAC-PUll-5355 (1990), sub-
initial results indicate that tuning will be possible in mitted for publication.
the presence of errors. 12. T. Raubenheimer, "A New Technique of Cor-

A Final Focus Test Beam is presently being con- recting Emittance Dilutions in Linear Acceler-
structed at SLAC by a collaborationfrom SLAC, INP, ators," SLAC-PUB-5355 (1990).
KEK, Orsay, and DESY. 2T The purpose of this test 13. This tectmique was suggested by V. BaJaldn.
is to study a flat beam fin:2 focus system which can 14. J. Seeman, "New Control of Transverse Wake-
demagnify the spot by a factor of about 300 in the field in a Linac by Displacing Accelerating
vertical direction. This is precisely the demagnifica- Structures," these proceedings and SLAC-
tion necessary for the Next Linear Collider. For this P IIB-5337 (1990).
experiment, due to the larger emittance of the SLC 15. K. A. Thompson and 1L D. l_uth, "Multibunch
beam, the goal is to produce a spot with dimensions Instabilities in Subsystems of 0.5 and 1.0 TeV
ay x a_ = 0.06 #m x 1.0#m. Linear Colliders," in l_ef. 1 and SLAC-PUB-

4800.
Outlook 1.6. t_. B. Palmer, "Damped Accelerator Cavities,"

in Kel. 1.
Before completing a realistic design of a next- 17. K, A. Thompson and R,. D. truth, "Controlling

generation linear collider, we must first learn the les- Transverse Multibunch Instabilities in Linacs
sons taught by the first generation, the SLC. Given of Iiigh Lnergy Linear Colliders," Phys. Rev. D
that, we must make designs fault tolerant by including 41, No. 3 (1990) 964, and in SLAC-PUB-4801.
correction and compensation in the basic design. We 18. K A. Thompson and R,. D. Ruth, "Transversemust also try to eliminate these faults by improved and Longitudin,'fl Coupled Bunch Instabilities
alignment and stability of components. When these in Trains of Closely Si_aced Bunches," Prec.
two efforts cross, we have a realistic design. I be- or the IEEE Part. Acc. Conf. and SLAC-PUB-
lieve this will not occur in the 1 #m alignment range. 4872 (1989).
However, from the results presented here, I do believe 19. II. Deruyter et al., "Damped Accelerator Struc-
that, with compensation, designs e_st which move us tures," Prec. 2hd European Part. Acc. Conf.,
into the 100 #m range and closer to a realistic design. • (SLAC-PUB-5263 (1990).
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